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One of the safest ways for getting rid of toxins from the body is drinking plenty water. Here the term
â€˜safestâ€™ may turn â€˜unsafeâ€™ if you happen to drink water that is not purified. Water and purification are
considered interdependent terms today given the increasing pollution levels. 80 percent of the
existing diseases on earth are water-borne, so you can well imagine the consequences of drinking
this elixir of life without getting it purified. Use an advanced water filter and lead a disease-free life.

Why worry when the purifier bellwether Eureka Forbes is there to solve your problems. Those who
have used the Eureka Forbes water purifier series are leading healthy lives. Researches have
proven that there are at least eight million users and the count is only increasing by the day. Each
Eureka Forbes water purifier comes equipped with special filtering material, innovatively designed to
get the water ridden of the toughest of contaminants including harmful micro organisms so that what
flows from the faucet is completely pure and safe. Immediate treatment of water is what you can
experience; you never fall short of pure H2O using the Each Eureka Forbes water purifier.

If you happen to enter the terrain of AquaSure, one of the most popular Eureka Forbes water filter
brands, you will fall in a dilemma as to which filter to choose. Each water filter is certified by global
and domestication certification bodies for quality, technology incorporated, and purification
effectiveness. So, if you want a AquaSure Eureka Forbes RO system, you have AquaSure Spring
fresh DX, AquaSure Elegant RO, and AquaSure Nano RO. In the UV series, models range from
AquaSure Crystal, AquaSure Elite UV to AquaSure Smart UV, and AquaSure Aquaflow Dx.
AquaSure Amrit with Kitanu Magnet and AquaSure Xtra are storage options. AquaSure RO+UV
system is one that comes with blend mechanism so that water gets extra purified for that extra
purity. All the aforesaid water filter series are available at leading consumer durable, home
appliance and modern organized retail outlets. You may view complete features and description of
these systems at eurekaforbes.com.

When we speak about the Eureka Forbes RO system, special mention needs to be made about the
RO membrane used. Each of the Eureka Forbes RO system comes incorporated with TFC spiral
RO membrane. TDS (total dissolved solids) in water gets reduced to acceptable standards with this
mechanism; all disease causing micro organisms and new age pollutants are ridden of during the
purification process. Thin Film Composite (TFC or TFM) membrane rejects 98 percent of standard
contaminants on an average. The greatest advantage is that it is less susceptible to organic fouling.
But there is one limitation to it; it can treat only chlorine free water. Each Eureka Forbes RO water
filter comes equipped with carbon pre-treatment cartridge so that chlorine is checked. So, you need
not worry whether you are receiving chlorinated or non chlorinated water from the tap.

Start living healthy lives with Eureka Forbes, drinking water that is physically, chemically, and
biologically safe.
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Agam Singh is freelance market analyst and is writing reviews eureka forbes related articles and
gives updates on a eureka forbes water purifier and a eureka forbes ro and a water filter. Read
more at eureka-forbes-water-purifier.com
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